Are Your Clients
Cyber “InsureReady”?
Help your clients put their best foot forward in today’s
challenging Cyber insurance marketplace.
It’s easy for companies to have their head in “the cloud” when it comes to cyber security.
However, cyber losses related to ransomware, social engineering and privacy breaches
continue to reach all-time highs. This trend has led to cyber insurance providers increasing
premiums, adding coverage restrictions, or outright declining to quote cyber liability for
companies that lack basic security controls, such as multi-factor authentication, or have
known vulnerabilities.
That’s why Amwins has partnered with ePlace Solutions to provide our clients with
access to cybersecurity experts who can advise insureds about the security controls
needed to obtain the best cyber policy terms possible.
As an added bonus, Amwins’ clients receive a special discount on this service.

For more information,
please contact your
Amwins broker or
Dave Lewison, Amwins’
Professional Lines
Practice Leader, at
david.lewison@amwins.com

InsureReady Highlights
This three-month service, called InsureReady, offers your clients:
Unlimited Advice from Cybersecurity Experts
ePlace’s cybersecurity experts speak directly with your clients to understand their
IT environment and any unique technical/practical challenges faced while trying to
implement needed cybersecurity controls.
Cybersecurity Controls
ePlace will recommend and discuss security measures to minimize risk of cyberattacks and provide guidance to implement required controls.
Vulnerability Scanning
ePlace uses a proprietary scanning tool, SecurityVue, to provide safe, external
scanning of internet-facing systems and applications to identify public-facing
vulnerabilities.
Critical Cybersecurity Policies and Procedures
ePlace provides a set of the most important cybersecurity policies and procedures
ready for customization and deployment in your client’s organization.
Certificate of Cybersecurity Completion
ePlace will provide a certification that (1) ePlace’s external scanning shows no
exposed, open remote access ports and no high-risk software vulnerabilities,
and (2) after understanding the client’s technical environment and existing
cybersecurity controls, ePlace provided its recommendations on additional controls
that, in ePlace’s professional opinion, create meaningful barriers to cyber-attacks.
Don’t let cyber vulnerabilities leave your clients vulnerable; talk to your Amwins broker
about utilizing InsureReady before going to market.

